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This report is one in a series of publications dealing with the European Single Market being 
released by the Government of Canada. It reflects the research and analysis of one of the 
Governmenes interdepartmental working groups, established at the request of the Department of 
External Affairs and International Trade, to assess the legislation put into place by the European 
Community to complete its internal market. 

The working groups have been asked to analyze the EC legislation pertaining to their area of 
expertise and assess the potential impact that this legislation and the changes that it might induce 
will have on the Canadian economy. To complete this task, they have been working in 
consultation with the Sectoral Advisory Groups on International Trade and with industry 
associations. 

The working groups' reports do not represent the final position of the Canadian Government. 
They are working documents published to facilitate Government's consultation with the provinces 
and the private sector and to disseminate technical information on the European Single Market, 
their purpose is to assist Canadian businesses in preparing their own responses to the challenge of 
1992. 

In addition to the working group reports, the Department of External Affairs and International 
Trade has commissioned consultants' studies on the implications of the European Single Market. 
The first study, on the impact of 1992 on Europe, was released in April 1989; the second study, 
on the impact of 1992 on specific sectors of the Canadian economy, are being released in stages, 
starting December 1989. 
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It is evident that a number of issues concerning trade in
agriculture and food products raised by the EC integration of 1992
must be dealt with in other ongoing international negotiations.
Problems of access and competition in third markets, notably the
level of protection against imports of primary and processed
agricultural products in the EC, can only be negotiated in the
current Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations (MTN)
under the GATT. Technical barriers, which may require adjustments
to Canadian shipping and processing practices if Canada is to
maintain market access, must be dealt with as part of the
bilateral relationship with the EC as well as in the MTN and in
international standard setting bodies such as the Codex
Alimentarius Commission and the UN Economic Commission for Europe.

The development of harmonized standards in Europe will also have
to be considered by the Working Groups on harmonization under the
Canada/US Trade Agreement. While the development of different
standards for Europe and North America would be detrimental,
working towards a common standards base should benefit the
agricultural industry world-wide.

It will be necessary to keep abreast of developments in Europe
through the Canadian Missions in Brussels and the Member States
and cooperate with other countries looking into the trade effects
of the integration process. Regular contacts with Canadian
industry will be required to ensure that specific concerns about
the proposed regulations can be notified to the EC authorities.

SPECIFIC FINDINGS/IMPACT

The EC market is difficult to enter because of the variable levy
system which prices most primary and processed agricultural
imports out of the domestic market. Where Canada is successful
in exporting to the Community, there could.be benefits from
harmonization of national standards and from the further
integration of the European market.

- i -



The EC may adopt standards of labelling and health and sanitary
requirements which differ from accepted international practice .
This should be monitored not only through the EC bodies drafting
regulations, but also as part of the Uruguay Round o f
negotiations .

Veterinary and Plant Health Standard s

In the area of health regulations, of concern are measures
governing trade in livestock and fresh meat . Clarification of
the directives concerning EC standards on slaughterhouses and the
storage and transportation of fresh meat is still-required . For
live animals, measures to eradicate contagious diseases such as
swine fever, tuberculosis, brucellosis and leukosis have been
identified as a central priority and this could result in
increased competition both within the EC and in third markets for
Canadian exports .

Although not directly related to the 1992 program, the present
problems faced by Canadian exporters of beef and various meat
products to the Community illustrate how the adoption of common
health and sanitary policies can adversely affect Canada . The
sources of the current problems are the regulation banning the
use of growth hormones in livestock feeding and the third country
directive specifying details for slaughtering and meat processing
facilities .

The hormones issue is a good example of how EC standards, which
are more stringent than Canadian practices, could undermine our
competitive position in third country markets . Countries which
are net meat importers have nothing to lose by insisting on the
EC's hormone-free certification, especially if there is a n

expressed consumer preference . Scientific justification becomes
a secondary consideration .

In relation to regulations concerning breeding livestock,
commercial interest in a two-way flow of both livestock and
animal genetic material (e .g ., semen and embryos) ensures that
both sides will have an incentive to keep barriers to a minimum .
Progress in relation to the elimination of specific diseases may
be required to meet the new EC requirements for semen imports .
The EC initiative to focus inspection on shipping points is a
positive one which should not create problems for Canadian
exporters .

The long standing difficulties in maintaining access for exports
of seed potatoes provides an example of potential difficulties in
relation to harmonized plant health regulations . At present, it
is uncertain whether the current system of derogations from EC
standards for products needed by certain Member States will
continue to operate . If derogations are no longer permitted,
this would have an adverse impact on certain Canadian exports
such as seed potatoes and soybean seed .

,
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Food Legislation  

In this area, five gênerai framework directives on food are under 
copsideration; 

I. additives; 
2. materials and articles in contact with food; 
3. food labelling; 
4. foods for particular nutritional usesT and 
5. food processes, sampling, inspection, irradiation, new foods 

obtained through biotechnology, etc. 

The aim is to provide a framework within which agreement could be 
reached on uniform treatment with -no exceptions in all Member 
States, thus removing all technical barriers to trade in all 
these respects. 

While the Member States have reached agreement in principle of 
mutual recognition of national standards, much work remains to be 
completed on matters such as permitted additive's, residue levels, 
the precise materials deemed to be safe under CommunitY laW and 
the exact wording to be used to inform consumers what they are 
buying. Clearly, Canadian exporters of food products such as 
honey, maple products, Canned and frozen fruit and vegetableà 
could face additional costs in meeting these new standards. On 
the other Iland, once the standards are met, sales to all twelve 
Member States within the ComMunity will be facilitated. 
Currently, different standards exist in each Member State which 
makes Community-wide marketing and promotion difficult. 

In the area of food products in particular, there could be a 
tendency for the new EC requirements to be adopted as standards 
by other countries. In view of this, it will be important that 
the actiVities of international standard bodies such as the 
rA0/111i0 Codex Alimentarius are strengthened. In this context, 
the use of international standards should be emphasized as a key 
element in the current Ge'T Round. 

CONCLUSION 

All opportunities must be used to monitor developments in the EC 
carefully so that any adverse impact on Canadian exports can be 
minimized. At the same time, the Uruguay Round is providing a 
forum for  promoting improved and more secure access to the EC 
market for Canadian agricultural and food products. This parallel 
approach will ensure that improvements in access negotiated in 
the MTN are not nullified by the harmonized regulations which 
will be in effect after 1992. 
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I Issue

The initiative by the European Community (EC) to introduce a
unified market by the end of 1992 presents a number of
uncertainties for countries exporting agricultural and food
products such as Canada. It is possible that the single
market could result in more rapid economic growth and fewer
restrictions on imports and therefore an improved environment
for Canadian farm exports. On the other hand, it is has been
claimed that the new regime could involve an intensification
of present EC restrictions on imports from outside the
Community ("fortress Europe").

In the area of agricultural and food products, the impact of
EC 1992 is especially critical. At the beginning of the
1980s, the EC was the leading export market for Canadian farm
products. In the intervening period, largely because of the
operation of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), the level
of exports to the Community has declined sharply and the EC
currently purchases less than 10% of total farm exports
(compared with over 20% ten years ago). Whereas in the early
1980s, Canada had a favourable balance in agricultural, food
and beverage trade with the EC of approximately $750 million,
this has become a deficit of around $250 million in recent
years (Figure 1). This represents a deterioration in the
trade balance of $1,000 million in less than ten years. A
further reduction in access to the EC market, as a result of
EC 1992, would accentuate the considerable adjustment
problems already faced by major sectors of the agri-food
industry.

Against this background, it is important that the
implications of the single market be reviewed and analyzed.
It is necessary to identify areas where the sector could be
placed at a disadvantage. In this way, representations can
be made to the EC Commission in order to minimize any further
adverse effects on the Canadian agri-food sector. In this
context, the following aspects will be considered:

a) the Community's presence in Canada's domestic markets;

b) Canada's access to and competitiveness in EC markets;

c) Canada's ability to compete with EC products in third
country markets;

d) the implication of 1992 integration on the implementation
of the Canada/US Free Trade Agreement; and

e) the implication of 1992 integration on Canada's
Multilateral Trade Negotiations (MTN) agenda.
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II Background and Objectives of EC 1992  

The EC 1992 initiative represents the latest stage in the 
development of the Community (Appendix 2). The program for 
the completion of the internal market was set out in the 
Commission's White Paper of June 1985. This provided a 
detailed analysis of the barriers which need to be abolished 
and the action to be taken before the single market can be 
achieved. It details some 300 measures, since reduced to 
279, which are to be implemented and the timetable within 
which this is to be accomplished. 

The White Paper's analysis of the steps to be taken is set 
out under three headings: 

- removal of physical barriers; 
- removal of technical barriers; 
- removal of fiscal barriers. 

1. Physical Barriers  

In relation to trade in agricultural and food products, 
the removal of physical barriers can be expected to 
affect domestic and imported products in the same way. 
The Commission sees it as essential to remove the customs 
barriers situated at national frontiers where goods are 
systematically stopped and checked. From an economic 
standpoint, substantial savings can be made by limiting 
or removing cross-frontier controls on movements of goods. 

Checks are currently made on the movement of goods for 
the following reasons: 

- to enforce national import quotas which may exist in 
some sectors; 

- to operate the Community system of monetary 
compensatory amounts (MCAs); 

- to collect Value Added Tax (VAT) and excise duties; 
- to carry out health controls; 
- to carry out transport controls; 
- to collect statistics. 

In the agri-food sector, the removal of physical barriers 
will mainly have an indirect impact. Border inspection 
for health and safety reasons will no longer occur. 
Similarly, elimination of customs posts would make it 
impossible to apply the MCA system (see Item 3). 

2. Technical Barriers 

A major objective of the EC 1992 initiative is the 
elimination of all technical barriers which exist within 
Member States as a result of law, norms or practices 
which inhibit or prevent intra-Community trade. The 
barriers are many and various. Examples incl0e: 
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- the need to meet different technical regulations or
standards in different Member States ;

- the duplication and certification procedures in
different Member States ;

- the reluctance of the public authorities in certain
Member States to open public procurement to nationals
of other Member States .

Two methods to remove technical barriers are being
followed ; the Cassis de Dijon or "mutual recognition"
approach and the harmonization approach .

In the Cassis de Dijon case, the European Court of
Justice ruled that where a product is lawfully
manufactured and marketed in one Member State, it should
be able to be sold without restriction throughout the
Community . In other words, if a product meets the
legislative requirements in one Member State it is
presumed to be of such a standard that it can be resold
in all other'Member States even if it does not precisely
meet the requirements of the other states . This
important judgment established the principle of mutual
recognition of standards . The importation and sale of a
product from another Member State can only be refused if,
in the particular circumstances of the case, it is
necessary to satisfy a limited range of public interests,
e .g ., health, safety and consumer and environmental
protection .

In the Cassis de Dijon case, cassis (a liqueur) was
marketed in France . German law required such liqueurs to
contain a specific minimum amount of alcohol, which was
higher than that contained in cassis . The European Court
of Justice held that cassis could not be banned from sale
in Germany because it did not contain the quantity of
alcohol required by Ge,rman authorities . A minimum
alcohol requirement was not a necessary provision fo r
the protection of public health .

The mutual recognition principle may not, however, always
be sufficient . It does not deal with all cases where
differing national regulations address similar public
interest issues such as the protection of consumers in
different ways, or whether Member States adopt
incompatible technical standards (as in the case of
television or telecommunications) . In such cases
Community rules are needed to replace the varying
legislative provisions of the Member States . This
process, known as harmonization, has been extensively
used and relied upon by the Community for the past
twenty-five years . The difficulty has been that .the
adoption of each harmonization measure has normally
required unanimity in the Council of Ministers . This has
often either been impossible to achieve or taken up to
fifteen years to agree .

V

r
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Accordingly, the Commission has decided to reduce
harmonizing legislation to a minimum, i.e., to harmonize
only where this is essential in the interests of health,
safety and consumer and environmental protection. The
Single European Act ensures speedier passage of such
legislation by replacing the requirement for unanimity by
qualified majority voting in most cases.

In areas where harmonization is not absolutely necessary,
the mutual recognition principles applies. Goods
lawfully produced or marketed in any Member State can be
sold in all other Member States. For example, a recent
court decision has prevented Germany from attempting to
ban the sale of sausages which do not contain 100% meat.
Similarly, Italy can no longer insist that pasta be
manufactured exclusively from durum wheat.

3. Fiscal Barriers

These barriers arise due to Member States operating
different types and rates of indirect tax. In
particular, problems are created in relation to Value
Added Tax (VAT) and excise duties.

In the agricultural sector, the system of monetary
compensatory amounts (MCAs) can also be viewed as a
fiscal barrier. These artificial "green" exchange rates
are used to translate CAP support levels defined in terms
of European Currency Units (ECUs) into the national
currencies of Member States. They have given rise to the
well-known system of subsidies and taxes on Community
trade in farm products known as MCAs. MCAs are necessary
since the green rates diverge from the "real" or market
exchange rates by differing amounts, and without MCAs the
variation in effective support prices between countries
would severely distort trade flows and over-burden
certain CAP intervention systems.

Green rates and MCAs have existed since 1969 when mutual
revaluation of the strengthening Deutschmark and
devaluation of the weakening French franc was resisted by
both governments in terms of its effect on agricultural
prices. In the German case, there was a reluctance to
reduce nominal levels of support to farmers, while in
France there was a desire to avoid added inflationary
pressures. To maintain existing farm price levels after
a currency re-alignment, a positive MCA is needed as'a
tax on imports entering, and a subsidy on exports from,
the country with the stronger currency. A negative MCA
acting to the opposite effect is required in the case of
a weaker currency.

Over the past 20 years, all EC countries have at one time
or another used green rates for either of these purposes
(and sometimes both, at different times). They have
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played an important role as a "national" policy
instrument under the CAP, green rates being specific to a
particular country's currency, and effectively alterable
only on the proposal of that country (rather than the
Commission). A Minister may therefore choose the timing
of.:such a proposal to suit domestic politics, or as part
of a package deal alongside agreement to changes in
common (ECU) support prices and other CAP instruments.

The Commission has always emphasized the temporary nature
of MCAs because they are in conflict with the principle
of a common market in farm products. The EC 1992
initiative provides an opportunity to remove the existing
arrangements.

III Institutional Arrangements and Timing

1. Insitutional Arrangements

The four Community institutions primarily involved in the
1992 program are the Commission, the Council, the
Parliament and the European Court of Justice (ECJ). The
Commission proposes, the Parliament advises and the
Council decides. These three institutions are subject to
the supervision of the Court of Justice.

The first stage in-the Community's legislative process is
the drafting of a proposal by the Commission. The
Commission's proposal is then forwarded to the Council.
The Council.is the primary law-making body in the
Community. The Council will deliberate on the
Commission's proposal and is empowered to reject, amend
or approve, as it so wishes. Where the Treaty provides
for consultation with the Parliament, however, the
Council must first obtain the Parliament's opinion on the
proposed measure before it makes its final decision.

The Single European Act has introduced what is known as
the "cooperation procedure" in respect of certain
measures. Whenever the cooperation procedure applies,
the Council may not adopt a final decision upon receipt
of Parliament's opinion. Rather, it must adopt what is
known as its common position. That common position is
then referred back to the Parliament for a second
reading. The Parliament may decide to approve, reject or
amend the Council's common position. It will then refer
its second opinion to the Council. Should the Parliament
propose amendments to the Council's common position, then
the Commission must also put forward its views on the
common position and on the Parliament's proposed
amendments. Only upon receipt of the Parliament's second
opinion may the Council finally makes its decision. The
various stages in the process are outlined in Figure 2.

I
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2 . Timing

It should be stressed that "1992" means December 31,

1992 . Moreover, the end of 1992 should not be seen as a
fixed date by which the internal market will or will not
be achieved depending upon whether the Community
institutions and the Member States are successful in
their objectives . Rather, it is a dynamic process which
has already started and will continue beyond 1992 . A
number of measures have already been adopted and a larger
number remain to be agreed .

There are no formal time constraints in the early stages
of the decision making process . The dates set out in the
White paper are targets . The Commission may make a
proposal when it feels fit, Parliament is under no
obligation to give its opinion by a certain time, nor is
the Council under any such obligation in respect of its
common position . The Parliament may deliberately
postpone the delivery of its opinion as a delaying tactic
to force the Commission to make concessions . With the
increased role given to the Parliament the decision
making process has become even longer and more
cumbersome . At least one proposal has already lapsed
altogether during the process of adoption . Against that,
there are now many measures where the Council may
ultimately make its decision by a qualified majority
rather than by unanimous vote .

Most measures adopted under the White Paper are .

directives . This means that they must still be
incorporated into the law of each Member State befor e

they come into force . In many cases, therefore, even if
a directive is adopted before the end of 1992, it will
not come into force for some months or years after that
date . Some Member States, and particularly those who
have joined more recently, may be granted extra time
within which to comply with certain measures .

IV Relationship Between the MTN and EC 199 2

It is important that the EC 1992 initiative is not viewed in
isolation . The move to a single EC market is taking place at
the same time as the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade
Negotiations (MTN) is under way in Geneva . It is anticipated
that a successful MTN will have a greater impact on Canada's
trade in agricultural and food products with the Community
than EC 1992 .

The major barriers to exports to the EC are already unified
under the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) e .g ., tariffs,
variable levies, high support prices, export subsidies .
Progress in eliminating and providing more disciplines on
these intervention measures within the MTN remains the key to

I
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improving access for farm exports to the EC. At the same
time, it will be important to ensure that improved access
negotiated in the MTN is not nullified by restrictive
measures introduced as part of EC 1992.

This situation is reflected in an Agra Europe analysis of the
implications of EC 1992 for the agri-food industry. The
report indicates that

"The possible effects for external trad.e are a much
greater cause for concern. The Communiqué issued
by the Heads of State at the Hannover Summit in
June 1988 said that:

'The internal market should not close in on
itself. In conformity with the provisions of GATT
the Community should be open to third countries and
must negotiate with those countries where necessary
to ensure access to their markets for Community
exports. It will seek to preserve the balance of
advantages accorded, while respecting the identity
of the internal market of the Community'.

In relation to the EC's import policy, the report indicates:

"The Community's commitment to the General
Agreement on Tariffâ and Trade (GATT) is clear and
most of the negotiations with regard to access to
the Community market are carried out within its
framework. But, despite lip service to
liberalisation of trade by the Community, the
Community is protectionist now and will be just as
protectionist - if not more so - once the 1992
ideal is a reality. This is inevitable because
Member States, who may be forced into removing the
internal protectionism which now exists, will
require assurances that their industries do not
suffer more competition from third countries."

It will also be necessary to monitor how the EC intends to
interpret paragraph 20(2) of the Mid-Term Review Chairman's
Report within the MTN which reads:

"strenghten Article XX so that measures taken to
protect human, animal or plant life or health are
consistent with sound scientific evidence and use
suitable principles of equivalence"

The question arises as to whether the EC will apply the
phrase "sound scientific evidence" in a manner that requires
this evidence to prove product safety, or will it be applied
in a manner that requires it to prove the more stringent
criteria of complete absence from risk.
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Against this background, it will be important that the single 
EC market does not lead to additional protection against 
imports from third countries. Hopefully, the increased level 
of economic activity expected after 1992 will generate 
increased demands for imported agricultural and food products. 

V Implications for Canadian Agri-food Sector  

1. Technical Barriers Affecting Agri-food Trade  

a) Animal Health and Veterinary Regulations  

Scope 

The dismantling of border posts will mean that checks 
on animal health can no longer be applied at 
frontiers. Provisions have therefore been necessary 
to control the spread of disease. So far a number of 
decisions and directives have been adopted with this 
aim in mind. These include provisions for Spain, 
Portugal, and a few other parts of the Community where 
routine control has still to be achieved, to be 
brought up to a similar health standard for 
brucellosis and tuberculosis as the rest of the 
Community (Dec 87/58). The decision allows an 
additional 3-year period above current provisions for 
the final eradication of these diseases. Eradication 
plans must be Community-approved. Thereafter there 
will be regular on-the-spot checks cm implementation 
of these plans. 

Considerable progress has already been made towards 
the eradication of foot and mouth disease through 
harmonized Community rules (Dir 85/511). Control 
measures for dealing with an outbreak of foot and 
mouth disease have been harmonized and the rapid 
diagnosis of the disease and identification of the 
virus type, the slaughter of affected animals and 
disinfection procedures been provided  for. 

Harmonization of non-veterinary standards for trade in 
pure-bred breeding cattle, their semen and embryos has 
been introduced (Dir 87/328). In particular the new 
legislation states that there must be no prohibition, 
restriction or impediments on pure-bred females for 
breeding and pure-bred males for natural service. If 
pure-bred bulls and their semen are accepted for AI in 
one Member State, then other Member States cannot 
restrict imports. Semen must come from officially 
approved AI centres. Pure-bred bulls and their semen 
should be identified by blood grouping or other 
methods, and testing and assessment methods must be 
harmonized. A further directive on bovine semen has 
recently been adopted, which establishes harmonized 
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arrangements for intra-Community trade in bovine semen 
and imports from third countries, and in particular 
harmonizes veterinary certification (Dir 88/407). In 
particular a Member State in which semen is collected 
is under an obligation to see that the semen has been 
collected and processed at approved and supervised 
semen collection centres, and obtained from animals 
whose health status is such as to ensure that the risk 
of spread of disease is eliminated. 

Progress to Date  

Present directives and proposals still rely upon the 
presence of frontier posts for document checks and for 
quarantine measures and hence are not in agreement 
with the main concept of EC 1992. As such, they are . 
only transitionary measures. 

Much work still remains to be done both to determine 
the detailed arrangements for controls on the movement 
of animals and animal products, and on the 
documentation which will be needed. The long-term 
objective is to raise the health status of all Member 
States to the highest ruling level so that 
restrictions on trade are unnecessary. In the 
short-term, movement will have to be controlled 
through mutually agreed inspection procedures at 
departure points and certificate verification at 
arrival points. 

For disease of a serious nature, control will be on a 
regional basis. For less serious diseases the concept 
of "herd freedom" will operate and for the lesser 
diseases there will be a form of certification based 
on a voluntary health scheme as already happens in the 
UK. The state veterinary services will be responsible 
for certification in the above three cases, common 
rules for which will be laid down at a Community 
level. Individual traders will be allowed to demand 
additional standards but certification will then have 
to be sought privately. 

Potential Impact  

i) There will be greater freedom of movement and 
increased intra-Community trade in beef cattle 
and pigs and the meat therefrom. Health checks 
will still be conducted, but at source rather 
than at frontier posts with verification of the 
necessary certificates at the point of 
destination. This will entail a shift of 
administrative procedures away from border posts 
to within the country. For successful operation 
of this system mutual confidence between Member 
States in veterinary services and meat 
inspectorates will be essential. 
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ii) Barriers to prevent the spread of serious disease 
(e.g., swine fever, foot and mouth, and rabies) 
will still be necessary and are likely to be 
based on the concept of disease-free regions, or 
herds. 

iii) The present commercial interest in both Canada 
and the EC in a two-way flow of breeding 
livestock and animal genetic material (e.g., 
semen and embryos) should ensure that both sides 
will have an incentive to keep barriers to a 
minimum. However, it is generally expected that 
the uniform health requirements for 1992. will 
only accept semen from IBR negative bulls. The 
Canadian artificial insemination industry is 
moving to have more, and eventually all studs 
free from IBR. It is expected that considerable 
progress towards this objective will be made by 
1992. 

iv) The EC initiative to focus inspection on shipping 
points is a positive one which should not create 
problems for Canadian exporters. 

v) Member States currently the subject of harmful 
diseases should see an increase in productivity 
following successful eradication of these 
diseases. This could increase competition for 
those countries already having a high health 
status such as Canada and which have developed a 
thriving export trade in livestock and livestock 
products based on its disease-free status. 

b) Meat and Other Animal Products  

Scope  

EC legislation relating to animal products is 
principally concerned with ensuring the safety of 
those products in respect of human and animal health. 
This legislation is based mainly on two directives 
introduced in 1964 (Dir 64/433: on health problems 
affecting intra-Community trade in fresh meat) and in 
1977 (Dir 77/99: on health problems affecting 
intra-Community trade in meat products). 

Specific aspects relating to hygiene have been dealt 
with in a series of directives. Harmonized methods of 
microbiological analysis of equipment in 
slaughterhouses, and in meat and poultry processing 
plants have been laid down as a means of assessing and 
improving the standard of hygiene (Dir 85/323, 
Dir 85/324). Existing legislation concerning the 
requirement for persons working on fresh meat, fresh 
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1

4

poultry meat and meat products to have a medical
certificate has been amended, replacing the old system
of annual renewal by a new staff medical check-up
scheme, which offers equivalent guarantees
(Dir 85/325, 85/326,*85/327).

The hygiene rules to be followed during the trade in
offals (liver, kidney, heart) and frozen meat have
been laid down in directive 88/288. Provision is made
for adjusting health inspections to take account of
changes in the prevalence of diseases and
environmental health conditions in Member States.
Dir 88/289 sets out similar conditions for imports
from third countries.

It is now possible for Member States to authorize the
importation of glands and organs for use in the
pharmaceutical manufacturing industries on ,a more
liberal basis than was previously the case (Dir 87/64).

Finally, Council Decision 88/491 (SHIFT project)
enables the Commission to undertake by 1991 a study of
the computerization of information applicable to
veterinary checks of live animals and animal products,
at the point of their entry into the Community. By
linking Community frontier posts, the central
authorities of Member States and the EC Commission,
the rapid exchange of information should enable these
checks to be properly and efficiency carried out.

Progress to Date

The Community's aim is that by 1993, most meat and
meat products should be produced to common public
health standards throughout the Community. Several
proposals have been made by the Commission but still
await Council adoption. One such proposal suggests
measures to prevent the introduction of exotic animal
diseases through meat products, produced by meat
obtained in third countries (Com(84)530). It proposes
that such meat should only be obtained from authorized
slaughterhouses and the products manufactured in
authorized establishments (i.e., the same requirements
as for meat products produced in the Community).
Other elements of the proposal include on-the-spot
Community inspections, transportation under an animal-
and a public-health certificate and provision for
co-ordinated emergency procedures should disease break
out or spread.

Harmonized charges for health inspections for both red
meat and poultry meat are to be introduced in all
Member States on January 1, 1991. Where the actual
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costs of inspection are low, a reduction of up to 55 %
from the standard charges will be permitted until
1993(t) . From January 1, 1992, all meat produced
within the Community will have to be inspected in
accordance with common rules . Further proposals are
expected from the Commission on the requirements fbr
personnel responsible for public health inspections .

It is proposed that an official veterinarian should
supervise and inspect cutting premises and storage
rooms for poultry, but where these are separated from
abattoirs, then other suitably qualified people (i .e .,
an enviXonmental health officer) may qualify
(com(81)504) . For meat products, supervision of
hygiene, inspection and certification must be carried
out by a veterinarian .

Decisions are to be taken before October 1, 1989 on
the extent to which the Community's requirements on
structure and layout should be applied to al l
slaughterhouses . Common standards are likely to be
those of premises currently engaged in intra-Community
trade . However, it is possible that less strict
standards will be applied to premises producing only
for a "local" market and which are not capable of
reaching export-approved standard by the end of
1992(2) .

Potential Impact

i) The main impact of 1992 will be improved
guarantees in the safety of meat and animal
products with regard to human and animal health .

ii) Slaughterhouses and manufa.cturing establishments
will be subject to Community inspections and
common standards of design, which will be along
the lines of present export-approved standards .
Some Canadian establishments will have to make
considerable investments in order to meet these
standards, if they wish to remain competitive and
trade within the Community .

iii) The present problems faced by Canadian exporters
of beef and various meat products to the
Community illustrate how the adoption of common
health and sanitary policies can adversely affect
Canada . The sources of the current problems are

0

I.

1 MAFF News Release ( 231/88), 20 June 1988
2 Department for Enterprise ( September 1988) . The Single

Market : The Facts, Second Edition
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the third country'directive specifying details
for slaughtering and. meat processing facilities
as well as the regulation -banning the use of
growth hormones in livestock'feeding.

iv) In this area thére is some evidence that the new
EC standards could assume an increased role as
international standards. This could adversely
affect-Canadian meat exports to third countries
e-.g., Japan.

I
c) Plant Health

Scope

Discussions'in $russels on plant health arrangements
after 1992 have not progressed very far; much of the
Commission's thinking is still in very general terms
and there is a long way to go before the precise shape
of the eventual arrangements emerges.

The bas=ïs of the present Community regime is that
certain plant pests and diseases are prohibited for
entry to-any Member State. These are referred to as
"quarantine" pests. A list of pre-export requirements
designed to prevent transmission of these pests and
diseases is laid down in Community legislation and the
exporting plant health authority issues certificates
to give the importing authorityassurance that these
requirements have been complied with. They apply to
all planting material and a wide range of plant
products, wood and wood products, fruit, seeds,
vegetables and cut flowers.

In its approach to regulating trade through, a system
of plant health certificates, the Community is
generally following the regulatory pattern ("plant
passport") adopted for international trade under the
International Plant Protection Convention. The move
to a single internal Community market means, however,
the removal of barriers to trade at the frontiers
between Member States. This does not mean the removal
of all regulation of trade, for plant health or for
other purposes. It does mean, however, that
regulâtion of trade will be seen on a.Community-wide
rather than a national'basis.

In 1987, the Commission set out for the Council of
Ministers its thinking on the strategy for developing
plant health controls within a single market. It
described the objective as to reconcile the
establishment of free circulation of plants and plant
material with the prevention of the introduction or
spread of harmful organisms into areas where they are
not established. To facilitate free circulation of
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such material within the Community, it was proposed to 
shift the weight of inspection and enforcement work to 
the exporting Member State. The main feature of the 
new system were as follows: 

i) All plants for propagation and other products 
such as wood, potatoes and certain cut flowers 
would be examined at the place of production and 
certified against agreed Community standards. 
The use of growing season and post harvest 
inspections was considered more efficient than 
pre-export inspections. 

ii) Material which met the standard would then 
circulate freely throughout the Community under a 
"plant passport" which would perform a similar 
function to the present plant health 
certificates. This "passport" might take the 
form of a certificate, a label, a stamp or a seal. 

iii) Imports from third countriès would have to meet 
Community plant health standards; once checked, 
they would be permitted to move freely within the 
Community under their own "plant passport". 

iv) It was envisaged that arrangements would be 
needed to establish protected zones in order to 
prevent diseases prevalent in some parts of the 
Community from spreading to other parts where 
they could seriously affect crops. 

v) Controls would be enforced by national 
inspectorates, monitored and supplemented by a 
new Community Inspectorate. 

vi) There was also mention of the possibility of 
establishing "rules of liability" in respect of 
plant health, which was later explained to mean 
the possibility of limited compensation payments 
to producers affected by the spread of a disease 
because of the failure of the control systems. 

Progress to Date  

Up to the present time, little progress has been made 
in the field of plant health in terms of meeting the 
goals set down in the White Paper. One proposal has 
been partially adopted and a further three proposals 
are currently awaiting Council adoption. One of these 
(Com(84)288) includes the updating of the 
phyto-sanitary certificate, permission for the use of 
the emergency procedure and the extension of the area 
in which derogations can be granted. A second 
(Com(88)170) suggests a basis for eliminating the 
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occasional checks mentioned above by December 31, 
1990. The proposal also includes the appointment of 
Community health inspectors who would ensure that 
checks in consignor countries and checks of  imports
from third countries were correctly applied. Checks 
on third-country produCts may in certain circumstances 
be carried out by the Commission in that country. In 
the. case of emergencies, it-would be the primarY 
responsibility of the Member State in which the plant 
health problem arises to take measures, as aPPPsed to 
the state of destination, but the Commission would be 
empowered to intervene. 

A proposal to update present legislation on the 
-marketing  of  certain types of seeds has been made so 
as to dnclude certain specieS that have becomè more 
important ta  -facilitate the reproduction of seed in 
-PleMber States, to  improve-  the certification system, 
•and to have official labelling.of Community. seed not 

be confused with labels under national provisions). 

' Plant health haS fallen behind in terms of proposing 
and adopting the legislation necessary for the 
complétion -  of the internal. market. Progress is 
aWaiting -a wcirking group  discussion of Com(S8)170 4  
Present proposal's makeno mention  of the "plant 
passport' so that further proposals on this matter are 
expedted 	The-UK has .stressed the need for having 
ecological zones for those areas of the Community with 
natural barriers to the spread of disease, and for 
these areas to be-allowed to guard against serious 
Plant diseases and pests and thereby maintain that 
statu -s.  

- PotentiallmpaCt  
- 

i) Produce will be checked at source rather than 
- IPrdec toexport. Countries in which diseases 
'arise will be financially responsible for any 
.cqoitiol mea sures. - 

'Plant passPorte" would mean that checking 
'proCedures 'fdr intraTCoMmunity trade would mot be 
rieceSsary. 

.There Will biea'highel leVel Of  protection .from 
,diseaSes-frOM third countries and there will be 
no more uncontrolled.Movements through transit 
member States, 

iv) The long standing difficulties in maintaining 
access for exports of Canadian seed potatoes 
provides an example of potential difficulties in 
relation to plant health. At present, it is 
uncertain whether the curent èystem of 
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derogations from EC standard5:.fo.r products needdd
by. certain I4Sém,ber Sta.tés will- continue to
o.perat.e. If derogatioris are no longer p.ermitt*edj,
this woüld have an adver.se impact on certain
Ca"nadian exports suc-h: as. seed potatoes and
soÿbpan seeds..

>2: Harmonization of Food Legislation

Sc_ ope

Efforts to harmonie EC food legislation in_ the pas^
showed that ASelubér States al^gea2^- to be able to agre-e
ob the general .p.r.iriciples {h6rizont,a1 leg.islation} f
but ^i13d it d1ffiC'11lt to agr6fht on the deta'il$d

composition of individual fvvdstuffs: `there1oreF the
Commission introduced -a new strategy :def^;ï<gned to speed
up the proces•s, which was based on mutual acceptance•
of Mational standards within ân :overa.ll. framework of
Community pri°nci:plèi^_. This new app*roaçti finds support
in the case 1^Lw of the Europ.éari Court of. Justiee
(.ECJ) , in particila'r in the rui;ing 'in the Cassis de
Dijon ca;se In whieh the "-principle: of praporticnality"
wa"s emphasi4ed, i.é., -legal. measures must not go
tUrt?xer than is genuinely necessary, to achieve the
des.ir.ed objective {see page ^3}.

In practical terms, it means that, co.nsi^erir^g that
national food Aegi-81A-tion is similar in all Member
States, fu'tur'e.. Commun,ity 1egisla:tfon on <foods.t.uff's
should be limï`ted to provisions justifieâ by .the need
tb:

protect public-health
provide consumers with information And protection
in matters other -th.pin. healtli
ensure fair trading
provide for the nei-_fessary public contr,als.

Acc.6rdingly, the (^6znmips.ion published in 1985 a plan
of -Co.mmuniltY legislativn to achieve a single market in
fooclstuffs. Cvmmunit}r action would çorïsi2it Of
`hfli`ïZC3il.t3l'F directi VeS.R WÏIij--h would be implemented by
the Commission thrqugh a simplified proc.edure as
regards further techr^ical detail-s.. This procedure
invo'lves granting the Commission :deçis-ion-inak-ing

,pnwër, after consulting the "Standing Cvmmittee on
Foodatuffs", This Çommlttee is camp.osed of
representative.s of the. Member States and rnaRes,
dee.isx.ohs by qualified 'majority voting instead. of'
unaniznï:ty.

I

:
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In the area of processed foods, six general framework
directives are under consideration :

a) additives ;
b) materials and articles in contact with food ;
c) food labelling ;
d) foods for particular nutritional uses ;
e) food processes, sampling, inspection,

irradiation, new foods obtained through
biotechnology, etc . ; and

f) flavourings .

1 Progress to Dat e

Two of the framework directives on which the single
market in foodstuffs is to be based have been adopted
- the additives framework directive and the framework
directive concerning materials and articles in contact
with food .

In the case of additives, however, the Council has
reserved the right not only to adopt new lists of
approved additives but also to administer th e
Community system, which will entail the adoption of
several thousand separate decisions . It has to be
noted that, in two cases of limited amendments to the
directives on colourings and preservatives, the
Council has not been able to reach a common position .
The Commission is currently examining the policy
implications of the lack of agreement .

The directive on materials and articles in contact
with food allows harmonized legislation on all
materials and articles in contact with food, including
lists of substances permitted for use in specific
materials and limits on migration .

Common positions have been reached on the remaining
framework directives concerning food labelling, foods
for particular nutritional uses and food inspection .
These will be subject to a second reading by the
European Parliament before being finally adopted .

The framework directive on food labelling will allow
datemarking of foodstuffs to be harmonized across the
Community . For example, in the UK the "sell-by" date-
will not be permitted after December 31, 1992 and will
be replaced by a "best before" date for most foods and
a "use by" date for highly perishable ones . Long life
(e .g ., canned) and frozen foods will in future also
have to be datemarked .

The directives on foods for particular nutritional
uses identifies the special foocls (e .g ., diabetic
foods, baby foods, slimming foods, foods fo r
sportsmen) for which free trade will not be permitted
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until more detailed directives have been introduced 
covering these foods, in particular ensuring that the 
labelling and the composition are suitable for the 
dietary purpose intended. 

The framework directive on food inspection is intended 
to set out general rules to be followed by national 
authorities for inspection of foodstuffs for human 
consumption and materials and articles intended to 
come into contact with some foodstuffs. 

Potential Impact  

i) Canadian exporters of food products such as 
canned and frozen fruit and vegetables could face 
additional costs in meeting these new standards. 

ii) On the other hand, once the standards are met, 
sales to all twelve Member States within the 
Community will be facilitated. (Currently, 
different standards exist in each Member State 
which makes Community-wide marketing difficult.) 

iii) As in the case of meat regulations, it is 
possible that the new EC regulations could be 
adopted as standards by third countries e.g., in 
terms of additive and residue levels. 

3. MCA System 

At this stage, it is not possible to predict whether the 
system of MCAs will be dismantled as part of the EC 1992 
iLitiative. If exchange rates are relatively stable, the 
rctmoval of MCAs could be envisaged. On the other hand, 
substantial changes in market exchange rates between now 
and 1992 could make it politically difficult to eliminate 
t.le MCA system. 

Tne elimination of customs posts at internal borders 
wauld make it impossible to continue the present system 
of MCAs. The same situation would apply as in the case 
cf health and sanitary inspections. The alternative 
would be to follow the same procedures to be used for 
e.nimal and plant health certificates through transferring 
the required procedures to other locations, normally 
cither the source or destination of the traded goods. 
Certificates would have to be produced on demand to 
ensure that MCAs were not being illegally claimed or 
„tvoided. 

In its progress report of June 1989, the Commission makes 
little reference to the proposed abolition of MCAs except 
that they will be presenting a Communication to the 
Council proposing "a general framework and accelerated 
reduction in the use of MCAs with a view to their 
abolition from January 1, 1993". 
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As part of the 1989/90 fixing it was agreed to further 
reduce the incidence of monetary compensatory amounts as 
a phased step towards their abolition by 1992. MCAs 
curnently only apply in thé United Kingdom, Greece and 
Spain although it is possible that they will reappear in 
Italy and Portugal if currency mo*einents are 
significant. Spain's decision to join the exchange rate 
mechanism - albeit at the wider fluctuation margin - 
should make it easier for MCAs to be phased out in that 
country. On the other hand, the pound sterling has 
weakened since the 1989/90 green rates were fixed and 
therefore the MCAs have increased. If this trend 
continues it is unlikely that the existing real monetary 
gap will be phased  out  in one tranche and this  ma y have 
to be carried out over two years. 

The Commission is expected to publish - a Paper shortly 
indicating how the existing MCAs can be phased  out  at a 
faster rate than previously considered. Even when the 
MCAs are abolished there is still the question of theAaP 
between real market exchange rates and the "green" ECU 
which is used to calculate agricultural prices. This 
switchbver coefficient is inflationary and should also be 
abolished - despite the  political difficulties this would 
arouse - as it is  important  that the EEC rules as far as 
agricultural prices .are concerned, should be as 
straightforward as possible. 

4. National Measures  

At present, individual Member States provide national 
programs.to support their agricultural sectors in 
addition to programs under the CAP e.g., UK variable 
premium payments for beef and lamb. Similarly, national 
quota arrangements are in operation for milk and sugar. 
These national measures would seem to be inconsistent 
with the single market concept. At present, it is 
uncertain whether these measures will be eliminated or 
not. 

The integrated market could also have implications for 
the Community's preferential arrangements for  developing 
countries under the Lomé Convention. For example, at 
present, the UK imports bananas from ACP countries oh a 
preferential basis. This arrangement involves special 
national legislation and prevents the free circulation o-f 
bananas within the Community, and 'therefore is not 
compatible with the objective of EC 1992. 



VI ^onc'1uai.^.n

It is- evident that a..numher of issues rai'sed by the - EC
integration of 19.92 must also be dealt with in o.ther ongoing
intei^natïonal n4^gotiations. Problems of aeeess and
competition in third .markets, notably the 1°evel of Protection
-agai'rist imports of primary'and 'processèd ^gricultüra]..
produnts in the EC, can only be .n4g6tiat.Ocl in the MTN.
Teck^nica:l barriers, whi,cŸi may requi^re ar^.^ustmeuts to, V_anadian
s.hi`pping.and. pror̂ essing -practices if Canada is to maintain
niark-&-t access, must be dealt with as part vf the bilateral
relatianshi.p with the Er_: as Well as in the MTLV -negotiations!
and international standard setti-n'g bodies such as the Codex
Alimentarius Commissior^ and the UN Ec6nOmi.c Commission fbr
Europe.

The d°evelbpm,srtt of ttarmoni^.ed. standards 'xn 'Europe will
Yl,a%v4^ to bë' conside.red by the 'Wdr3cing qr.6'ups on ha:imohization

the Canada/US Trade Agreement. While the dèvelopmiAnt
'6f' different-standairds. for Europe, and North America would be
detrimental, working towa.rds acormmon stand:ard.s - base should
•benef it the 'agri-cuJ.tural indus-try wo:rld-wide. It is also
possible that the EC may adopt standards of labelling 'arnd
h:ealth and sanitary reqiairements which r3iffe'r. ;f',ram accepted
international prac'tic.e. This, 'should be -moni-tored' not only
thr6ugh 'the EC bodies ^Ii^aft`in.g regülati:ons, but als0 as part
of: the Uruguay Rourid, of negotiàtiorxs..

In the area of health regulatians,. of primary cc>ncern are-
measu>res governing trade in lï:vestoc]c. and fresh.,.mea.t .
Clarification of the.-.directives concerning -EC standards on
slaughterhouses and the-.storage- and transporta-tion of fresh
meat is still requixed. For l.ive' animalsF, measures -to
,eradicat•e contagious diseases such as swine feverf
tubèrculos;is, br«cellosis and: léukosis. have beeh ida'ri:t:ified
as a céhtral pri'or1ty. This could rt^;su:lt: in incrbas'èd
CoMpetitibn for Canadi.an exporte . rs booth within the EC in
t.hir , d M^Lr3c-e'ts. The pr-eseant problems faced by Can^dian
exporter.s of 'beef and var.iaus meat -produçts to the Cpmmunity
illustra,t,s how the adoption of common health and sanitar-y
policies can adversely affect Canada^. The sources of the
cur-rent problEt-,ms are the rsgulatIon banning the. use of growth
hormones in livestock f-eedi:ng and the third country directive
s'p(^cifying details for slaughterinq and meat prôcessing,
faci^ïtï.'es.

In relation to ieegulation's conc6rning bre.e.d:irig livOstoq_k,•
commercial 'interest iri a#iro.-way flow of both livestock and
animal qene.tic material semen and embryos} ensu.res
that both sides wiJ.l have an incentive to keep barriers,to a
minimum. Prog.ress in relation to the el-imination of specific
diseases in Canada may be required to meet >the new Ex
requ1-r,t!meL?tS for SemEn import-5. The EC iT}itiative'tp '£oCtis
inspection on. shipping points is apositive otii^t should
not czimte problerns' for .Cariadian ëxpqrtb^rs .
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The long standing difficulties in maintaining access for
exports of seed potatoes provides an example of potential
difficulties in relation to harmonized plant health
regulations. At present, it is uncertain whether the current
system of derogations from EC standards for products needed
by certain Member States will continue to operate. If
derogations are no longer permitted, this would have an
adverse impact on certain Canadian exports such as seed
potatoes and soybean seed.

In relation to food legislation, while the Member States have
reached agreement in principle of mutual recognition of
national standards, much work remains to be completed on
matters such as permitted additives, residue levels, the
precise materials deemed to be safe under Community law and
the exact wording to be used to inform consumers what they
are buying. Clearly, Canadian exporters of food products
such as canned and frozen fruit and vegetables, honey, maple
products, could face additional costs in meeting these new

standards. On the other hand, once the standards are met,
sales to all twelve Member States within the Community will
be facilitated. Currently, different standards exist in each
Member State which makes Community-wide marketing and
promotion difficult.

In the area of food products in particular, there could be a
tendency for the new EC requirements to be adopted as
standards by other countries. In light of this, it will be
important that the activities of international standard
bodies such as the FAO/WHO Code Alimentarius are
strengthened. In this context, the use of international
standards should be emphasized as a key element in the MTN.

I



Appendix 1 

SOURCE: 

FOURTH PROGRESS REPORT OF THE COMMISSION 

TO THE COUNCIL AND THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT 

June 1989 

The following timetables report on the progress of measures 
detailed in the White Paper as part of the package for the 
completion of the Internal Market. The first sections refer to 
proposals already adopted by Council giving details of the 
legislation and in some cases the date by which Member States 
should have.implemented the measures. The second sections refer 
to proposals which have been formally presented to Council, and 
gives an indication of the stage which these proposals have 
reached (see key). The third sections list those measures on 
which the Commission have still to present iormal proposals. 

KEY 

: proposal awaits European Parliament Opinion or first reading 

Where the Co-operation Procedure applies: 

FR : Parliament has completed its first reading. 

CP : A common position has been reached. 

SR : Parliament has completed its second reading. 

Voting procedures are indicated in the Council column as follows: 

U 	: Unanimity 

QM : Qualified majority 

SM : Simple majority 

* * 
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1 . ANIMAL HEALTH AND ANIMAL BREEDIN G

i) Proposals Adopted by Commission and Counci l

Adoption Date

a) Swine fever 12/06/85
Dirs . 85/320, 85/321
and 85/32 2
O .J . L 168 of
28/06/8 5

b) Control of foot and mouth disease 18/11/85
Dir . 85/511
O .J . L 315 of
26/11/85

Implementation date : 01/01/8 7

c) Live animals of the porcine 16/12/86
species : eradication of African Dec . 86/649
swine fever in Portugal O .J . L 382 o f

31/12/8 6

Portugal to submit a reinforced plan to the Commission for
the eradication of African swine fever and the
restructuring of pig farms . No precise deadlines metioned
in the decision . Commission to approve plans according to
the procedure of the Standing Veterinary Committee which
includes specific time limits, and follow the developments
concerning the implementation of eradication plan (a
report must be made to the Committee at least once a year )

d) Live animals of the porcine 16/12/86
species : eradication of African Dec . 86/650
swine fever in Spain O .J . L 382 o f

31/12/86

Concerning Decision 86/650, Spain to submit reinforced
plan for the avove-mentioned eradication scheme . No
precise deadlines are mentioned in the decision . The
Commission must approve these plans, according to the
procedure of the Standard Veterinary Committee which
includes specific time limits and follow the developments
concerning the implementation of the eradication plan (a
report must be made to the Committee at least once a year)

0



Adoption Date 

22/12/66 
Decision 67/56 
0.Js. L 24 and L 12' 
of 27/01 and 03/02/87 
resPectivelY 

e) Live animals of the bovine species: 
amended •eradication directives to 
provide for final eradication of 
brucelloSis tuberculosis and 
leukosis in all Member States 
including Spain and Portugal 

member States shall draw up eradication plans to be 
submitted to the Commission within nine months of the 
notification of Decision; the Commission after examination 
of Che proposed plans and any amendments thereto, shall 
approve them according to the procedure of the Standing 
Veterinary Committee. On the dates'fixed by the Commission 
in its decision of approval, Member States shall bring 
into force the- national provisions required to implement 
the eradication plans. 

f) 'Eradication of classical swine fever 07/04/87 
in the  Community .p.e a whole  and 	Déo.87/230 and 27/231 
swine féVér 	 0,J. L 99 -0e 11/04/87 

decisions: Dire 
87/486, 487 and 489, 
Dec. 87/488 taken on 
n/09/87 

L 280 of 
03/10/87 

Decision 87/230 to apply from 01/01/87 
Decision 87/231: Member States to enforce necessary 
measures to comply iwth decision not later than 31/12 187 
and must inform the Commission thereof 

Directives 87/486, 87/467 and Dec.87/488 drawn up in line 
with  Article, 2' of Decision 87/230 which required further 
Council decision on final measures before 01/11/87, and 
Directive. 87/489 in line with Article 3 of Decision 87/231, 
which required further Council decision before 01/11/87 

Directive 87/486 (control of classical swine fever)-: 
Member States to bring into force laws and other 
provisions necessary to comply with  directive  not later 
than 31/12/87; Commission to be notified cf provisions 

Directive 87/487 (conditions designed to render and keep 
territory free of classical swine fever): national 
programmes to be implemented in Member States not yet 
officially swine fever-free: minimum period of 6 years; 
maximum period 10 years 



partially adopted 
13/06/88 
Dr.  8E1/4o7 
0.J. L 194 of 
22/07/88 

19/12/88 
Dir. 88/661 
0.J. L 382 of 
31/12/88 

j) Pedigree. animals: - 
sheep  and goats', 

30/05/89 
Not yet published in 
Official Journal 

1983 13106[88 
1987 (QM) 

Adoption Date 

Decision 87/488: (classical swine fever: financial 
measures) original eradication plan under Directive 80/1095 
given a 6 year period; this has now been extended by 
4 years; those Member States not yet officially swine 
fever-free must therefore submit a new plan not later than 
3 months before the expiry of their initial plan 

Directive 87/489: (swine fever: certain measures) Member 
States shall bring intQ force laws, etc to comply with 
directive not later than 31/12/88 and must inform the 
Commission of these provisions. 

g) AccePtance for breeding purposes of 
purebred breeding animals of the 
bovine ,sPecies 

18/06/87 
Dir. 87/328 
O.J. L 167/S7 of 
26/06/87 

ImPlementation date; 01/01/88 

h) Semen of 	 bovin species 
(porcine species aspect yet to 
be adopted) 
COM(83)512, COM(86)657 

Zootechnical standards 
porcine species 

Implémentation  date: 01/01/91 
Derogation until 01/01/93  for  Spain al4IFI  Portugal  ( :DLit 
clause in  decisi-oP elich allows for prolongation  of  
derOgation) 

ii) Proposals Submitted by Commission to Council which still 
require Council Adoption  

Projected date 
Date of 	of adoption bY 

Commissiljn's 	Council as per 
ProPosaI 	White Paper  

a) Semen of animals - porcine 
species (bovine aspect 
already adopted) 
(C0M(S3)512, COM(86)657 

1985 
(0M) 

hi) Aujesky's disease and swine 	1982 
Vesicular disease C0M(82)529 



5

Proje.cted date
Date of of a^loption by

Commi6.sion,s Council-as per
Propor;.al White' Paper

c) Proposal for.ReguZation 1988 1989
concerning vi^te'rjna.ry checks (QM)
in in"tra-Cbmmuni-ty trade with
a view to the completion of
the internal market COM(88)383

d) Pedigree animals not covered 1988
existing directives: other
species CDM(83)598,

e.) Embryos of farm animals 19-58
coM(88)785 {PM}.

f) Animal health pYvblems - 1988
Ovine and cap-'ring species
{intra-Community and third
countries) CpM(88)742

Iii) Commission Proposa'1s Still to be Presented to Cbuncil

Expeq-téd Da^e Expectf^!.d Date
of Commission of Couricil

Proposal Adoption

a) FormOlation of Directives on 1989
animal healtht pedigree and
cpmpetltlon problems relating
to trade in live animals^ of
the equine sp,^cies

b) 8ruce.l.losis in small ruminants 1989

c) Formulation vf directives 198`9
Cori ÇErrilrlg Veteri.nary inspection
problems relating to trade in
anïmals and products of animal
origin not covered by existing
Directives: rodents

-1989

1989

1989

d) Formulation of diri^ctives .1989' ,^98.9
conc'erning véter.inary inspection
p.roblems- relating to. trade in

anima^^ and. prodùçts of arii:mal,
origi.n not c.ovèr2d: by existing

Directives: genetically modified
animals and other qpeczes

e) Ha-rmonization of control of 1989 1990
foot and mouth disease



- 6 -

2 . MEAT AND QTH E R AN I MAL PR0DUCT S

i ) Propo sals Ado ted by ~6mm issian and Counc"1 1

Adopt ion Date

a) Micr ob i ological cont .ro ls 12-j'O6 f8 5

and . 8 '5/.32 7

(meats, poultry, red. mea-t) D:irs-.. 85/323 and
85/324
D .J . L 168 of
28/06/8 5

Implementation dite Dir . 85/32-3 : obligation to confor .m to,
terms of directive éontains pe~riaâ not ye:t` fixëd
Implement at ion date Dir . 85/3.24- as abpv e

Med:ical examination of Personnel 12 & 20 June/85
Dir.s . 85/325, 85/326

O .J . L 165 of
28/06f.8 5

rmpléme-nt .ation Dates z Di .r . 85/325 .*01/01/86
I7ir . 8.5/326, . ,01/01/86 -
Di .r . 85/327 ; '.01/01/8 6

c) Production and trade in milk Q~~~.8~85
I]i.r . 85/397
O .J . ~ 226 of
24/08/8-5

lmp Xeme nt a t ivn datEi : 0:1 / 0.1 /8 8 :

d~ Modification of Dzre çtive . 72J461 on 30/12/86
health problems nffecting intr

' a
- Dir . 8.7/64

Commun,i ty trade in tresh meat and o,:J' . L 34/67- of
Dir ec tiv e . 72/46'2 on hea:lth and 05/02/97
vete rinar.y°fns pe(j tion probl ems up on

imoort :ation: of bovine `ah imals and
swi.ne and frésh meat from thir4 countries

}

lmpZ ti me .nta.t ion d a te- 01 f QL/S 8

Amendment to Directive 60/2 15
on animal health 'prohl.ems
af~ er- txrig intra- ~- ommunity trade

Implementation date : 01/01/88

P.~nend m ent to 1)1 •r'e. c tiv.e 64f433 dn
health p r oble ms -a -f fèc ti,ing intr a-
Cc.mmûnity trade in fr esh mec~ t

Implementation date : 01/01/89

A mendment to Di rect Ive 72/462- .on.
health and v e terinary inspection
problems upon importation of bovine
animals and Ew x neând fr b sb me a*t
from -third countries

2r2 f 09f87
D i'r ' . E$7/491
J ..O, L 2.7~J$7 o f .
02J10f.8 7

03/05/86
Dir 88/288,

10 «J . L 1 . 2 4 o f

03-/0.5/8,8
1 ) i -r,. 88'/ 28.~3
O .J . L 1.24 of
18/05/88

j
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Adoption Date

h) Hormone 'g.i^owth` promàt:ërs 1'0/ 07/85
Pi r 85/35. * 8
Q. J. L 191 q,f
23/07/85
Dir 88/I46 -of,

O.J. L 76 of 16/03/88

i) Minced meat and si°milar: 13f12f8R,
health protalems bïr., 8$/657

O..T, ' L 382 of
31/12/88

-Impl eme.n tat i on da te- 01 / 01 /92,

j) Modification of Di r, 77/99- - 13/12/ 8$
meat product5 Dir. 88f658

O.-T. L 382 of
^1.^12^88

Implernetitatic>n- date': 01/ 07/90
Derogation. fbr Gre- ec-e until 31/12/ 92 {'^n cjrc7er to comply
with the exception provïd-.ed for in Article 3(1) and (9) of
Dixe'e:tiv.e 77/99)

k) Imports of meat produets from 2,1 /03/8,9;
third countrie's (animal health Dir. 89/227
and public health ruleq) 0.0 . L 93 of 06f'04/'89

Implementation clàt'e . 30/06190

i-i) Propasal.s ^ubmïtted by- Commission to Council whi,ch stilZ
.requir.e Council Adoption

Projected date
Dat4^ Of of adopt-ibb by

Comjnlssîbn r s Council as pe,•r
Piroposal White Vaper

a) Boar Mea.t - COM(83)655 19..83 1985

(QM)

b) P63^sonne1 responsible for
inspectian.CpM(81)504

].9'81 19 -85
(4M)

c) Paultry- meat a-nd hatching 1989 1989
eggs COM($9)9 (QM)



osais  still to be Presented to Council iii) List of Commission Pro 

Expected  Date Em)epted Date 
 of toMmieSion 	of CoUndïl 

Proposal 	 AdOptiOn  

a) Poultry mea: animal health 	1989 
considerations 

1,989 

b) Harmonized health and hygiene 	1989 	 1990 
conditions for production and 
trade,in game meat, products 
and preparations 

c) Harmonized health conditions 	1989 	 1992 
for production and trade in 
food products o±  animal  origin 
not covered by existing 
legislation - milk products, 
general hygiene rules ana 
animal fats 
NB: Proposal partially approved by Comhission: eggs 
aspect 

di Suppression of veterinary 	 1989 
Certifitates for animal " 
produCts : and. simplification of 
certificates  for llve .a..1.1111i .ale - 
Modification of ekisting 
directives  (Dirs. :6,4/43, 77/59, 

711118 a nd  ,85/397) 

3. PLANT .1-1EALTH 

U YrdépOSals AdOpted by COmmiÉsidn and CoUnbil  

Adoption  Date  

a):Amendment to  Directive 	 - 19./12/85 
77/9i3 (plant health) 	 eir, 85/574 

L 372/85 Of 
31/12/85 
and 14/11/88 
nr. 88/572 

L 313/88 of 
19/11/88 

Implementation dateèl, Pir. 85/574 - 01/01/87 
p-ir. 88/572 - 01101/89 
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•Adoption Date  

b) Certification of seeds 	 13/06/88 
Dir. 88/380 
0-‘3. Id 187 of 
16/07/88 

Implementation  •dates: 
Article 3(11) and Article 7(9) 	 01/07/82 
Article 3(12) 	 : 01/01183 
Article 6(5), (6) and Article 7(6), (10) 	: 01/01/86 
Article 2(8), (17), (20), (28); 
Article 3(18), (31), (37); 
Article 5(0), (1g)1 (23), (25); 
Articles 1(8), 2(10), 3(20), 5(12), 7(18) : 	01/07/92 
All other provisions 	 . 01/07/90 

c) Harmful organisms in seeds and 
seed potatoes 

30/05/69 
Not yet published in 
Official Journal 

ii) Proposals Submitted by Commission to Council which still 
require Council Adoption 

Projected date 
Date of 	of adoption by 

Commission's 	Council as per 
Proposal__ 	White Paper  

a) Amendment to Dir. 77/93 on 	1988 	 1989 
protective measures concerning 	 (QM) 
entry into Member States of 
organisms harmful t9 plants or 
plant prOductS COK.(88)1710 

.40 Establishment.df cértaln rules 	1989 	 1990 
on liability  in  respect of'  
plant health 

c) Simplification of annexes in 	1989 	 1991 
Directive 77/93/EEC 
(plant health) 

d) Alignment of national 	 1989 	 1991 
standards and intra-.Community 
standards in plant health 

e) Reauction of role  of phyto- 	1969 	 1991 
sanitary certificate in 
intrà-Community trade 

f) Proposal for a system of 	 1989 	 1990 
certification in reproduction 
materials for decorative plants 



,20/12/85 
Dir. 85/591 
O.J. L 372 of 
31/12/85 

20/12/25 
Dlr. 65/585 
0,j. L -372 of 
31/12/85 

24/03/86 
Dir.:At/102_ 
0r.3. 'L 88 of 03/04/86 

- 10 - 

Date of 
Commission 's 

 PropoSal  

Projected date 
of adoption by 
Counci/ as per 
White  Paper  

g) Extension of aPPlication 	1 989 	 1990 
Directive 70/458/EEC to 
seedlings 

h) Proposal for creation of a 	1989 	 1990 
EUropean law on plant breeders 

I)  Suppression of plant health 	1989 	 1992 
certificates 

j) Directive on organic production 1989 	 1989 
of  food-stuffs and  marketing cf 
organically produced foodstuffs 

4. FOOD LAW 

i) Proposals Adopted by Commission and Council  

Adoption Date 

a) Simulants (plastic materials in 	19/12/85 
contact with foodstuffs) 	 Dir. 85/572 

o.a. 14 372 of 
31/12/85 

Member States to take necessary measures to conform to 
present directive at the same time as measures are taken 
to implement directive 82/711 

b) Geneial  Directive  on  sallipling 
and methods of analysis 

Implementation date , : 2212/87 

c) Preservatives (modification) 
COM(81)712 

Implémentation date: 31/12/B6 

d) ÉMUlsifiers (modification) 

Implementation date:- 26/03/88 



a
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} Extraetion.so.lvent s

Impl ementa.tion date ; 21/06/-91

f) Pla vou.rings

Ad.~ptioii Da t e

Y3/ 06/88
Dir . 8 Sf344
b .J, L 157 of
24/0'6/'8 8

22 /o 6/ s8.
Dir . BEI/3-88
O .J . L 184 -of
15/07/88 -

IMplemeritation date : 21/12/69 .
{mar]~eti:ng of goods complying with the directive .shall be
permitted by 22/0-6/90 whiist marketing of goods -not
compl;ying with the diretive shall be prdhibit:ed Sy

_
2,2f 06/9`1

g~ Jam s 1$f11~'$6
Di`rr . 88J 593
O . J . L 31,8 of
Z5/11/$$

Member S tates to take measures in order to :
- permit trade in produets which comply with this

directive by. 31f12f89, -
- prohibit trade in products which do not compljr with thi s

d i rective by 01f oi,/9 1

h.j. Fro ze n foods 21f12f86
Dir . 8~f10 8
O .J . L 40 of 11/02/89

M ember Stat es- t.o tak e mea g ures in orde r to :
- permit trade in .produc ts which eomply w ith this

dir-ectiv4~ by 10/07130 ;
- prohiblt trade in produ cts whi .c li do not comply with this

-âir !~cti. ve by Z0/01/9 1

i) Foo4 additives Dir
. 89/10 7

O .J . I . 40 of 11f42J8 9
Implementation date : 2$/0 6f9 0
Member States to t8ke :measures in order to .
- permit trade in products which comply with this

directive by 2 8 / 1 2/9 Q ;
- .prohibxt trade in prcducts which do rxot c`onnply with this

-directive by 28/12/9

1 j) MAter;i'als in contact with foodstuf fs 2.1/12/8 8
Dir . 99f10 9
O .J . L 40 of 11/02/89

Member States to 'take measures in -order to- :
- permit trade in products. which comply with this

directive by 10/07/90',-
- prvhibit trade in p 2~oducts whiçh do not comply with this
directive by 10/01/92



Date of 
Commission's 

Proposai  

1981 

iii) Commission Pro osais St Ill  to be Presented to Council 

- 1.2 - 

Adceion Date  

k) Food tor particular nutritional uses 03/05 1 89 
Not yet published in 
Official -Journal 

Implementation dates: 
- trade in goods complying with the directive to be 
permitted  18 months fter notification of directive 

- trade in goods not complying with the directive to be 
prohibited  2 years fter notification of the directive 

14/06/89 

14/0,6/89 

14/06/89 

1) Food labelling (amendment) 
COM(86)89, COM(87)242 
COM(89)223 

m) Fruit juices 
(COM(86)688, CON(88)319 

n) FOOd 'TnepeCtiOn 
COM ,(86)747, ÇQM(88)88 
COK(89)225 

ii) Proposals Submitted by Commission to Council 
require Council Adoption 

which still 

1982 

1984 

1988* 

1988* 

a) Preservatives (modification) 
COM(81)712. 

b) Obligation to indicate 
ingredients and alcoholic 
strength - COM(82)626 

c).  Modified Starches - 
'COm(84)72,6 

d) Nutritional labelling 
(2 directives proposed) 
COM(S8)489 

e) Irradiation of foodstuffs 
COM(88)654  

Projected date 
of adoption by 
Council -as per 
White Paper  

partially adopted 
20/12/85 

Dir e  85/585 
1985 (QM) FR 

partially adopted 
26/05/86 

Dir. 861197 
1985 (QM) FR 

1986** 
(QM) 

1990 
(OM) Élk, 

1.989** 
(QM) 

a) Directive on foodstuffs obtained by biotechnical processes. 



Agpendix 2

European Milestones

4-1

.k

t

1951 European Coal and Steel Community formed (Treaty of Paris)
by six Member States (Belgium, France, Germany, Italy,
Luxembourg and the Netherlands)

1957 European Economic Community formed (Treaty of Rome) by six
Member States

1975 European Atomic Energy Community formed (Treaty of
Brussels by six Member States

1960s Formation of the Common Agricultural Policy

1965 The three Communities (ECSC, EAEC and EEC) merged to form
the European Communities

1969 Monetary instability led to the introduction of green
currencies and monetary compensatory amounts (MCAs)

1973 First enlargement to include Denmark, Ireland and the
United Kingdom

1978 "Cassis de Dijon" in the European Court of Justice. The
judgement in 1979 paved the way for the creation of the
single market

1979 European monetary system and European currency unit
established

1981 Greece joined the European Communities

1985 Commission White Paper on the completion of the internal
market

1986 Portugal and Spain joined the European Communities

1987 Single European Act adopted

1992? Complete removal of non-tariff barriers?

Source: 1992 - Implications for the Agri-food Industry, Agra
Europe Report No. 48, January 1989
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